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Or rather …
Yet more ways to waste time with inexpensive SDRs

What is a Software Defined Radio (SDR)?

What is cheap?

Why are they called dongles?



Quick survey of what’s available in the “cheap”              
range (under $300 US).

Computers and software to use them.

What can you do with them?



Things I have tried.

Using an Android phone or tablet as a communications 
receiver.  
Recording IQ spectrum for later review (MW DXing and 
SWLing).
Surveying and tracking down RFI.
Aircraft tracking ADS-B.
Weather Balloon-Radiosonde tracking.
Receiving and decoding APT imagery from weather 
satellites.



Things I am going to try.

Scanning VHF-UHF.
Meteor Scatter monitoring.
Diversity Reception.
KIWISDR network.
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But there are many others:

HackRF One ($295), but will transmit 1 – 30mW from 1 MHz 
up to 6GHz. 8bit.

Blade RF ($420) 300MHz to 3.9GHz. 12bit.
Winradio Excalibur ($950) 9kHz – 50MHz, 16bit. 

Perseus ($740) 10Hz to 30Mz. 14bit. Used with Jaguar 
software, developed by third party, considered the best MW 
DX system by many.



SDR Software



The big three:

SDR# (Windows, free), written by Airspy, does nott support SDRPlay
receivers.
SDRUno (Window, free), derived from Studio1, now part of SDRPlay
(supports dual coherent receivers, diversity reception)
HDSDR (Windows, free), derived from Winrad, now community 
supported.

The others:

SDRconsole (Windows, free).
CubicSDR (Windows/Linux/Mac, will run on Rpi)
GQRx (Linux/Mac, will run on Rpi)
SDR++ (Windows/Linux/Mac)







Android Phones and Tablets as receivers.



Reason for Android only is that there is something 
in iOS that prevents this type of application which 
uses an external device, the SDR.

RFAnalyzer (free): supports RTL-SDR and NSDR dongles for VHF, UHF.

SDRTouch ($12C): supports RTL-SDR and NSDR, able to use RTL-SDR
in direct sampling mode so that HF can be tuned.







IQ Spectrum Recording for SWL and MW DX





RFI Survey and Tracking









ADS-B Aircraft tracking









Amateur Radio Astronomy



Hydrogen Line observations

Meteor Scatter Monitoring



roswellmeteor.com



Diversity Reception







KIWISDR network














